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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Marble Mosaic Pattern White And Gray Mosaic Tile Backsplash

Short Description: This is our new marble mosaic tulip

pattern and it is made of light gray marble and white

marble and decorated with dark grey marble diamonds.

Every piece of the chip is pasted by hand onto the whole

tile mesh carefully.

Model No.: WPM419

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Our natural marble mosaic tiles are made of natural marble which can adapt to both cold

and hot temperatures. It does not deform and is not easy to wear under extreme weather

and has a long service life with the buildings. This is our new marble mosaic tulip pattern and

it is made of light gray marble and white marble and decorated with dark grey marble

diamonds. Every piece of the chip is pasted by hand onto the whole tile mesh carefully. The

processing surface is polished with high glazing degrees, and the reflective effect happens on
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the sunlight or electric light. The patterns look tiny and harmonious with well-matched colors

and marble textures.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Marble Mosaic Pattern White And Gray Mosaic Tile Backsplash

Model No.: WPM419

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM419

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: White Oriental Marble, Cinderella Grey Marble, Italian Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM405

Color: White & Grey & Yellow

Marble Name: Grey Cinderella Marble, Oriental White Marble, and Rain Forest

Marble

Product Application

The stone mosaic tiles are ideal for small spaces of wall & floor indoors and outdoors, while the waterjet

marble mosaic tiles are generally used for indoor walls and backsplashes, especially the white marble

mosaic tiles. This grey and white marble mosaic tile can be applied to many areas, such as marble

mosaic wall tiles, stone mosaic floor tile, mosaic bathroom wall tiles, mosaic tile backsplash bathroom,

mosaic kitchen tiles, mosaic kitchen wall tiles, and so on.



As well-established marble tiles and mosaics manufacturing facility, we are dedicated to offering you

the best factory direct selections, prices, and services.

FAQ

Q: How much is the proofing fee? How long to come out for samples?

A: Different patterns own different proofing fees. It takes about 3 - 7 days to come out for samples.

Q: How many days can I get the samples if by express?

A: Usually 7-15 days, depending on the logistic timeliness.

Q: Do you have a price list of all products?

A: We don't have a whole price list for 500+ items of mosaic products, please leave us a message about

your favorite mosaic item.

Q: What do I need to provide for a quote? Do you have a quote form for product quotes?

A: Please provide the mosaic pattern or our Model No. of our marble mosaic products, quantity, and

delivery details if possible, we will send you a specific product quotation sheet.


